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There are many interests involved and forces at play to involve the US in order to make sure their campaign moves forward. These changes and newly announced by the US about their readiness to involve in peace talks directly with Taliban has made the entire region take a sigh of relief and let peace process go to next stage. Trump will kill the global recovery

Trump May Kill the Global Recovery

The US economic outlook compared to that of a year ago is 2017, the world economy was undergoing a synchrony of strong growth with growth accelerating in both advanced and emerging economies, which even if weak are growing. Moreover, to strong growth, inflation was low and monetary conditions were very accommodative. Central banks kept interest rates low, and inflationary pressures were not a concern. Thus, the US and Chinese economies are still undergoing the American recovery by supporting the US investments.

While China has continued to lead global growth, particularly in the export-oriented manufacturing sector, and there has been a shift towards more consumption-oriented growth. However, in the US, growth in consumption, particularly in the retail and hospitality sectors, has been strong.

Trump administration has imposed tariffs on steel, aluminum, and some Chinese products as a part of the ‘China Trade War. This has created uncertainties and led to a decline in global trade. However, the US and China have signed a phase one trade deal, which is expected to boost global trade.
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